
Today we're letting you in on how the Friday Fives sausage
is made, with a v. official chart. Our simple ask: call a
friend who just *gets* you this weekend.

1
The BearBNB. OMG.

Disney and Airbnb collaborate to recreate
the Hundred Acre Wood from 'Winnie the
Pooh'— the most exciting news to hit
home-sharing since Dorinda opened up
her Berkshires mansion to the public for an
epic weekend at Blue Stone Manor.

2
Celebrate Hispanic and Latinx

Americans 
September 15th marks the start of
Latinx and Hispanic Heritage Month,
celebrating the histories, cultures
and contributions of Hispanic and
Latinx Americans past and present.
We love these 5 kid-friendly ideas to
celebrate at home from the Boys and
Girls Club. Our pick? Make
chilaquiles and watching Coco.

3
Zoom Preschool? Blah. Try

BumoBrain.
Living in fear of "the call": your kid
has to quarantine after being
exposed in school. We love this
idea for busy parents. $19.95 you
get access to fun,
educational screen time on
demand for ages 2-6.

4
It's Not You, It's Psychic

Numbing.
Does it feel like you're wetting your
finger to feel the wind
making decisions in 2021?
Apparently psychologists call it
psychic numbing. We laughed and
cried reading this NYT Parenting
piece on how Parents are evaluating
risks at this stage in the pandemic.

5
We Can't Help Ourselves.

Not embarrassed. We are
borderline obsessed with the
Elizabeth Holmes saga. And now
that the trial has started it's back in
our lives serving fresh tea. If you're
playing catchup, we recommend
John Carryrou's book Bad
Blood.  And The Dropout podcast
is keeping us in the know with the
inside scoop from jury selection
and courtroom behind the scenes.

What to do with ALLL those tomatoes

Thank us later (OK, on Monday) for sharing our fave Alison Roman tomato
confit recipe.
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